SEE SPOT. SEE SPOT RUN.

By Emily Gelmann

SEE SPOT EVERY OTHER WEEKEND?

>ets are beloved members of their families. Past ideas that dogs and cats are meant to have jobs on
farms/ and not have a place in the house/ have been replaced by //furbabies// "pet parents/" and

bumper stickers that read "who rescued who?" and //my kid has four paws/' 124 million dogs and cats
live in U.S. households - nearly one animal companion for every two Americans/ and pet ownership

More than Just Animals:
the Evolution of Pet Custody Cases

is on the rise. 79.7 million households have pets today - a 50 percent gain over the past two decades.
These pet owners are spending more on their pets than previous generations; in 2012/ Americans spent
$52 billion on their pets - twice the annual amount spent 20 years ago.
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Our attachment to our pets is

pet ownership and custody: (1) a

veterinary visits. Placey v. Placey, 51

Florida court further held that "while

undeniable. According to a study

minority of jurisdictions will award

So.3d 374 (Ala. Civ. App. 2010).

a dog may be considered by many

published by the American Academy

"custody" of a pet; (2) the majority

In 2013, the Superior Court of

to be a member of the family/ under

of Matrimonial Lawyers/ 76 percent of

of jurisdictions, including IVtaryland/

Connecticut awarded the parties

Florida law/ animals are considered to

pet owners feel guilty about leaving

view animals as property subject to

joint legal custody of their Labrador

be personal property/" Id. at 110.

their pets at home; 73 percent have

division and to be awarded to only

Retrievers/ and directed that one

While this hard-line rule may seem

signed a greeting card /' from the

one of the parties; and (3) a set of

party's home be the dogs' principal

harsh/ its principles are rooted in public

dog;// 67 percent take their pets to the

jurisdictions view pets as a type of

place of residence. VanArsdale v.

policy. When a couple divorces/ the state

veterinarian more often than they go

special property and use a "what is

VanArsdale, No. FAU402H94/ 2013

wants to disentangle them as much

to their own doctors; 41 percent take

best for all concerned" standard. There

WL 3365358 (Conn. Super. Ct. March

as possible so that both parties have

their dogs on vacation with them; and

is a trend towards this new/ hybrid

15,2013).

complete freedom to keep or dispose of

38 percent call their pets on the phone

"what is best for all concerned" view

These courts/ however/ are in

their personal property. The courts want

so the animals can hear their voices

of determining pet ownership, but no

the minority. Generally/ courts are

litigation to have a definitive end/ and

when they are away (Ann Hartwell

matter where you live there/ is a lot to

reluctant to engage in a best interest

shared custody of pets keeps parties

Britton/ Bones of Contention: Custody of

consider when fighting over your pet.

analysis in determining pet ownership.

tethered to one another.

The Exception - Awarding

The Rule - Pets as Property

showed that most pet owners would

Custody of Pets

The Compromise - Pets as

The majority of jurisdictions classify

Special Property

not trade their pets for $1 million cash.

A small number of courts use the term

pets as property - the same as they

Many states are trending away from

"custody" when awarding ownership

view a table or a couch. Title can be

the old view that pets are simply

of a pet. Normally/ "custody" is a

controlling in these situations. That is/

property. Modern courts recognize

Family Pets, 20 J. Am. Acad. Martrim.

Law^ 1 (2006)). Our love for our pets
is so great that a recent Gallup poll

Pets and the Break Up

term reserved for determining the

if one party owned the animal prior

that "pets do not fit neatly within

This love and devotion to a family

legal and physical care of children.

to the marriage/ or if only one party

traditional property law principles."

pet often extends beyond a couple's

In determining child custody/ all

bought or adopted the animal/ the

Morgan v, Kroupa, 702 A.2d 630 (Vt.

rejection of the "best interest standard"

court awarded the family dog to the

love for each other. As one New York

courts employ a "best interest of the

court is likely to find that person is the

1997). Rather/ they occupy "a special

regarding pets/ there is a growing

parent with custody of the children).

County judge noted/ "People who

child" standard. That is/ the court is

animal s true owner.

place somewhere in between a person

acceptance of something else/ a "what

Hints of this new view of pet

love their dogs almost always love

only concerned about what custody

Several articles on pet custody

and personal piece of property." Corso

is best for all concerned" standard.

ownership are visible in almost every

them forever. But with divorce rates at

arrangement will best serve the child

discuss the possibility of parties

v. Crawford Dog and Cat Hospital, Inc.,

That is/ courts are considering not

state. In 2010, the Circuit Court for

record highs, the same cannot always

and his or her needs. A small number

creating their own shared custody

97 Misc.2d 530,531 (N.Y. Civ. Ct. 1979).

only the animal's welfare/ but that

Calvert County in Maryland ordered

be said for those who marry." Travis v.

of courts apply an analogous standard

arrangements for their pets. Enter

The Wisconsin Supreme Court

of its owners when determining pet

a divorcing couple to split custody of

Murray, 42 Misc.3d 447 (N.Y. Sup. Ct.

in pet custody cases and give legal

into these agreements with caution/

summed up this changing attitude:

ownership. Aho v. Aho, No. 304624/

their dog. Even courts that view pets

2013). If a couple splits and can't agree

meaning to the idea of "pet parents."

though/ as courts uniformly hold that

//We are uncomfortable with the

2012 WL 5235982 (Mich. Ct. App.

as property are hearing arguments

In 2002, the Alaska Supreme Court

they are unenforceable. In one such

law's cold characterization of a

October 23, 2012); Baggett v. Baggett,

before rendering a decision regarding

granted "sole custody" of Coho/ a

case/ a Pennsylvania court upheld the

dog... as mere ^property/ Labeling a

422 S.W.3d 537 (Tenn. Ct. App. 2013);

which party cared for the pet/ paid vet

According to the American

chocolate Labrador Retriever, to the

parties' agreement that the wife would

dog ^property" fails to describe the

Travis v. Murray, 42 Misc.3d 447 (N.Y.

bills and is more available for its daily

Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers/

ex-husbandt in a divorce case. In

have ownership of the parties' dog/

value human beings place upon the

Sup. Ct. 2013); Hament v. Baker, 97

needs. In the end/ title is paramount -

27 percent of attorneys reported an

doing so/ the Court considered Cohc/s

but refused to enforce the visitation

companionship that they enjoy with

A.3d 461 (Vt. 2014).

if you own the pet on paper, you will

increase in pet custody cases over

welfare and safety in finding that the

provisions provided for the husband

a dog. A companion dog is not a

the last five years/ and the Animal

ex-wife's other dogs were a danger to

as void. DeSanctis v. Pritchard, 803

Legal Defense Fund notes that the

Coho's life. Juelfs v. Gough, 41 R3d 593

A.2d 230 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2002).

number of custody battles fought

(Alaska 2002).

who gets the pets/ the issue becomes
one for the courts to decide.

Child custody is also a key

have the strongest argument in court.

fungible item/ equivalent to their items

consideration in pet ownership cases.

But for pets that are clearly jointly

of personal property." Rabideau v. City

When child custody is at issue/ a

owned/ a strong argument regarding

A Florida court made a similar

of Racine, 627 N.W.2d 795, 798 (Wis.

family pet will often be awarded to

your and the animaFs joint welfare

2001). Courts do recognize that pets

the party who maintains primary

may win the day.

over companion animals has grown

In 2010, Alabama explicitly applied

finding in ruling that a trial court has

noticeably in the past decade. Yet/

a "best interest standard in a'wardlng

no authority to award visitation or

are distinguished from other property

physical custody of the children/ as

there is no uniform treatment for

the family dog to one party over the

shared custody of pets as courts cannot

by a special mutual relationship; pet

keeping their pet is often considered

disputes over pet ownership. Courts

other in a protective order proceeding

grant custody or visitation of personal

owners love their pets and their pets

in the children's best interest. See e.g.

across the country fall into one of

in noting that the mother had cared

property. Bennett v. Bennett, 655 So.2d

love them back.

Hodo v. Hodo, No. 0954-03-2/ 2004 WL

three camps when asked to determine

for the dog and taken him to all of his

109 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1995). The

38
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While there is an almost uniform

136093 (Va. Ct. App. Jan. 28, 2004) (the

Ms. Gelmann, a family law attorney at
Stein Sperting in RockvHle, Maryland, is
an avid animal lover and volunteers with
a dog rescue organization. She may be
reached at egelmann@steinsperling.com.
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